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Global Markets: Wall Street looked set for a surge on Wednesday and global stocks rose after sharp 
U.S. election gains for the opposition Democrats, but the outcome, which casts doubt on further tax 
cuts, hit the dollar and sent Treasury yields lower. 

The Democrats looked headed for a gain of more than 30 seats, well beyond the 23 they needed to 
claim their first majority in the House in eight years. With the Republican Party holding onto its Senate 
majority, the results from Tuesday's elections were in line with expectations. While gridlock in 
Washington could hamper Trump's political and economic agenda, few expect a reversal of tax 
cutting and financial deregulation measures that have already been enacted. 

Outlook: Sometime in the next few weeks, global oil consumption will reach 100 million barrels per 
day (bpd) - more than twice what it was 50 years ago - and it shows no immediate sign of falling. 
There is no consensus on when world oil demand will peak but it is clear much depends on how 
governments respond to global warming. That’s the view of the International Energy Agency (IEA), 
which advises Western economies on energy policy. 

Oil futures climbed Monday as U.S. sanctions on Iranian oil take hold, though the Trump 
administration’s decision to grant waivers to eight buyers of the country’s crude has helped to limit the 
price gains. Trump granted waivers to eight countries, which it identified Monday as China, India, 
Italy, Greece, Japan, South Korea, Taiwan and Turkey, who can temporarily continue importing 
Iranian crude. 

EIA forecasts that average U.S. household expenditures for most major home heating fuels will be 
higher this winter compared with last winter. Average increases vary by fuel; natural gas expenditures 
are forecast to rise by 5%, home heating oil by 20%, and electricity by 3%, while propane 
expenditures are forecast to remain similar to last year. Most of the increase reflects higher forecast 
energy prices. U.S. average heating degree days are expected to be 1% higher than last winter.  

Crude Oil: U.S. crude oil production reached 11.3 million barrels per day (b/d) in August 2018, 
according to EIA’s latest Petroleum Supply Monthly, up from 10.9 million b/d in July. This is the first 
time that monthly U.S. production levels surpassed 11 million b/d. U.S. crude oil production exceeded 
the Russian Ministry of Energy’s estimated August production of 11.2 million b/d, making the United 
States the leading crude oil producer in the world. 

Planned refinery outages in the fourth-quarter 2018 are not expected to constrain availability of 
transportation fuels: The U.S. Energy Information Administration’s (EIA) latest analysis of planned 
refinery outages for the fourth quarter of 2018 finds that planned outages in the United States are not 
likely to cause a shortfall in the supply of petroleum products—including gasoline, jet fuel, and 
distillate fuel—relative to expected demand, either nationally or within any U.S. region. EIA has 
reached this conclusion despite the current high level of U.S. gasoline demand, which so far in 2018 
has been close to the record high seen in 2017. 
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ULSD: The futures complex had weekly oil statistics released midmorning Wednesday were the latest 

bearish development for oil futures, although supply data for distillate fuel was bullish -- showing 

inventory continued to decline, while demand outpaced year-ago during October. 

RBOB: Retail gasoline prices begin the week at $2.76/gal, according to AAA. The national gas price 
average is at its cheapest in six months (end of April). On the week, motorists in every state but 
Hawaii are paying as much as a nickel less to fill-up. Today’s national average is six cents less than a 
week ago,15-cents less than a month ago but 24-cents more than a year ago. As demand continues 
to drop, gas prices could get even cheaper. 

Propane: Propane inventories in the Midwest had been lower than the previous five-year average for 
much of 2018, but in recent weeks, net additions to inventories increased Midwest propane to levels 
higher than the previous five-year average, according to the U.S. Energy Information Administration 
(EIA) on Monday. 

Plan Ahead: As our world turns make sure you stay pro-active in managing your daily levels of all 

products. You never know when a terminal will have long lines of trucks waiting or the terminal is “not 

loading at this time due to situations beyond our control”. 

Risk Management Service 
Our Services can be tailored to the individual needs of Jobber Dealers, Fleets, C-Store Operators and 
End Users. 

  

We take a two part approach to analyze the forward months of the energy market, then manage any 
position once in place. 

  

Today's extreme market volatility can create many challenges, although our approach is to turn 
volatility into opportunity. 

  

Our staff has several decades of experience in the energy business, having a solid understanding of 
the physical energy market place and also how to tie the financial tools to the physical supply to 

create a well-rounded Risk Management Plan. 


